
The Secret To Harvesting Is To Keep Moving
[Or, really, whatever you guys may want—you've been much better than I at choosing titles]

Okay, we’re picking beans. 

Squatting the far field with our totes beside us in the early morning shade, damp earth on 
our boots. Around us, the broad bushes and tall vines of summer beans catching the first 
few gleams of sunlight. Squat or kneel or stand, grab a few, drop them in. Bean. Bean. 
Bean. 

The whole crew are here, each to their own row at the field’s edge. Over the canopy of 
green, you can just see the tops of their heads as they move—Alice’s scarf bobbing up and 
down, the steady shuffle of Kevin’s straw hat. Amid the insect drones there’s soft laughter 
from the roadside as people chat. We’re quiet, moving slowly, ruffling the leaves and 
scuffing our boots as we go.

There’s a trick to picking these if you want to be fast: don’t be polite. You don’t reach 
gently and pick each pod one by one; instead, you lift up the leaves, tilt them backwards 
so that the beans swing down in great curtains onto the naked stalks. Pull a handful and 
twist, and you have a pound of beans in your hands. Don’t celebrate; just drop, and reach 
again, and drop, and move along. Lots left to go. Bean. Bean. Bean. 

This works well for most things: to keep your mind and motions at arm’s length. Later, you’ll
walk up and down the rows of the hoophouse, bucket slung from your shoulder, fingers 
brushing ripe tomatoes. Your hands will know what your head would take too long to think
—how plump, how red, how ready. Pluck and drop. Listen to the buzz of insects on the 
plastic, the birdsong in the woods, the plop of cherry tomatoes into buckets. Of bush beans
into a tote. Bean. Bean. Bean. 

It’s growing quiet now. It feels as though no one else is there—as though we’re alone with 
the beans and the sunrise. In the morning when the silence is still  and heavy as dew, the 
world narrows from the farm to the field to the shade of the row to you, and your hands, 
and the beans in your grasp. All of us picking in quiet concentration, barely noticing the 
hours.

Slip a bean from your hand to your mouth and shift along, munching as you go—crisp and 
sweet, the sunlight still in it. The harvest graze, we’ve come to call it. Almost a reflex now, 
something you hardly notice as you go through the grasses—it’s something that your hands 
do for you, nourishing you as you go along. Bending over a bed in the front field, you’ll 
pull a beet straight from the ground to your teeth. Warmth and grit and soil, sweet red 
juice down your chin. Wipe it off and keep moving. Red elastics around your fingers flash, 
banding bunches with one loop, then two, the movement as easy as breathing. Fill your 



totes. Bean. Bean. Bean. 

Almost done now. The harvest’s not over, though— soon will come broccoli, and chard, and
kale, and potatoes. And the next crop will be coming, and the next, and the next. Lettuce 
and cabbages, eggplant and summer squash, deep-dug carrots. Sharp knives against the 
stalks, quick hands on the vine. Moving steadily from task, to task, to task. 

And each time a bin is full, find shade. The same sun that feeds these crops will burn and 
wilt them once they’re harvested; they have to be cooled down in the packing shed.

Feel the cold on your hands, vegetables almost steaming from the sun. Water, gushing forth
from spigots and bubbling in washtubs, shaken off green leaf and pink stem and pooling 
under packing boxes until that last, decisive moment, when the door to the cold room is 
closed and the last checkmark is made on the list and you look around at the empty room 
scattered with radish leaves and spare elastics and it's done, it's ready, you're ready to go. 

The totes pile up, litter the floor, mosaics of green leaf and red root. Jen drops by with 
customer lists, looks at the bushels we’re bringing in, and pumps her fist in the air. Shouts, 
“Hallelujah!” 

And Kevin looks down, eyes wide, and smiles. I’ve never seen so much food, he says.

Remember that. The joys of plenty. We’re harvesting food. It’s easy to forget this, that all 
we’ve brought out of the field will be eaten—will be taken with smiles and thank yous and 
promises of recipes for next time. The harvest is lonely, a meditative act, but it binds us, 
slowly, deliciously, to the people who’ll end up eating. Think of them when the heat fills 
your blood and the bean bush rustles in the breeze. Full plates and full tables from all this 
work from the spring. 

It's become a distant memory, that time of mud and sparse pickings, of nettle in omelettes 
and root crops from last winter. These days it’s eggplants on the table, shining zucchini, 
tomatoes deep red and bloody. All those shelves in the cooler, full to bursting. Bean. Bean.
Bean. 

Tote’s full! Stand up. Stretch long the arms and legs and haunches. Swift hands, sore back,
arms heavy with harvest. Hallelujah. 

Look around. The sun’s up, the day is just beginning. Around us, everyone is unfolding 
now, picking up their own tote to haul it to the tractor and on to the packing area. Then 
moving through the woods to the next field—alone, and then together. 

 This is the moment of plenty, the work of pulling up our reward. High harvest season! The 



time of great abundance—of roots dug deep into the ground, and green leaf heavy with 
fruit. So grab boots and hat, sunscreen and elastics. Sharp knife, light hands, strong back. 
Soon all of this will come into our hands, and we will pass it on. Soon every little seed 
we’ve sown will grow and fruit; and these fields will bring forth buckets, buckets, buckets. 


